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Late in the afternoon we stopped at Engozera, a village
surrounded with moorland which came right up to the
railway track. Dozens of passengers got out, while the
engine was being raked out and more wood was being loaded
on, to pick flowers. It was a strange sight to see Red Army
soldiers bringing back great bunches of flowers to the train.
The weather is breaking, and we shall have rain. The
compartment smell has grown rather worse, for there is
some milk added to it now, and another onion. The
lavatory has lost all sign of its morning clean-up. We are
singing some folk songs, and the N.K.V.D. colonel is
becoming quite communicative. More about the Siberian
forests. Then he talks with me about poetry and begins
to recite^ Pushkin. The cloudberries made him think of
Pushkin; for Pushkin on his death bed asked for cloud-
berries from the Arctic.
Sasha and the colonel are having an argument about
religion. Sasha (being a sailor) is still religious and tells
the colonel so. The colonel replies with the stock argu-
ments, the sort of arguments that were common in the
religion-versus-science period of the nineteenth century.
Bella does her best to interpret the conversation to me.
Toward evening the colonel becomes more willing to
talk, and he asks me about the atomic bomb.
9 p.m. Heavy rain, just as darkness is falling. There
are two leaks in our compartment, one at the door, and the
other over the colonel's bunk. The colonel calls in the
attendant. She suggests hanging a tin can under the lamp
holder, which is the source of the leak. So the colonel gets
a pork tin, not quite empty, and bores a couple of holes
through the top with his knife. We put string into the
holes, and together we manage to hang the pork tin under
the lamp holder, to catch the drops of rain and to prevent
them falling on the colonel in his bunk.
The attendant herself gets into trouble at the next village.
She runs across the line to a pile of timber and brings back
*a large log. It is to barricade the door, for if it comes on to

